Blockchain

Chain gang
Plenty of people are talking up its credentials, but what are blockchain’s IP applications
and has anyone thought of the risks? Timothy J Kelly and Daniel F Weston explore

The term ‘blockchain’, like the terms ‘Internet of Things’, ‘big
data’, and ‘artificial intelligence’, seems to be one of those
recognised by many but usually not fully understood.
Indeed, blockchain currently enjoys a mysterious reputation – a
relatively new technology purported to be heralding the future in many
industries, yet complicated (or misunderstood) enough to often give rise
to little more than confusion or even purposeful ignorance. Of course,
most are already familiar – on one level – with what blockchain has
ushered in: blockchain is the backbone behind bitcoin.
However, blockchain and what it means and, more importantly,
what it will mean for intellectual property and a whole host of other areas
is much bigger than bitcoin. While the use of blockchain technology is
arguably in its infancy, it carries with it the potential to provide a wide
range of benefits that are particularly applicable to intellectual property.
In discussing the potential benefits of blockchain to IP, a logical place
to begin is with a little background on what, exactly, blockchain is and,
importantly, what it is not? First, what it is not: it is not ‘the’ blockchain;
there is no one, single blockchain. Blockchain refers to a type of public
or shared (‘distributed’) ledger and although arguably the most wellknown blockchain is the blockchain that supports bitcoin, there are
many blockchains in existence and more and more are being created
on a daily basis. Indeed, various estimates suggest that more than half
of all large corporations are evaluating whether to adopt (or, in fact, are
already in the process of adopting) some form of blockchain technology.
So, then, what does blockchain actually refer to?
Blockchain is essentially a computer code that enables records of
transactions to be kept on a digital ledger and shared by everyone in
a decentralised network. Every computer in the network stores and
updates their copy of the records independently. Moreover, using
hashing and cryptography, the records are immutable or unchangeable,
meaning that unknown peers can trust that the transactions have
occurred and, presumably, their accuracy.
In traditional networks, a central authority such as a government,
a bank, or an insurance company maintains records in one or more
databases, enabling the central authority to control access to the records
contained within the database(s). Predictably, databases of this type are
highly protected and centralised, with the database owner being the
sole entity with the ability to modify the records and to maintain their
integrity. Conversely, in a blockchain, digital information is distributed,
meaning each independent computer maintains its own updated
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database of the transactions that comprise the chain. This is one of the
features that makes blockchain so useful – it represents an innovation
in information validation and distribution that eliminates the need for a
central authority.
As noted, there are multiple blockchains. One of these is the
Ethereum blockchain, which has evolved to create what are being
termed ‘smart contracts’. In basic terms, a smart contract is a computer
protocol intended to digitally facilitate and enforce performance of a
contract without the need for third-party involvement. It is envisioned
that with blockchain there can be an immutable – unchangeable –
record of finalised contracts with time-stamped signatures, thereby
rendering each smart contract traceable, transparent, and irreversible.

“How does blockchain interact with
intellectual property? Perhaps one of
the most immediate applications for
IP is with regard to chain of title.”
So, with that background, how does blockchain interact with
intellectual property? Perhaps one of the most immediate applications
for IP is with regard to chain of title. In a situation where all data relating
to a particular piece of property (whether it be a photograph, a painting,
an article of manufacture, or even a component thereof) is immediately
available in an accessible, (presumptively) secure database maintained
on multiple computers, keeping track of ownership data and transfers
in title will make verifying title a straightforward process. Each time the
item changes hands, a new entry corresponding to that change will be
entered into the applicable blockchain in a manner that not only records
the change, but timestamps the change, and encodes the information
relating to the change in a way that is permanently associated with
the item. Later purchasers or acquirers will simply access the relevant
blockchain to confirm the transfer history and verify title.
Another possibility is using blockchain to create IP registries –
immutable records of events in the life of an IP right such as trademark,
patent, or copyright. Such registries could include, for example, when
a patent was applied for, granted, licensed, assigned, and so forth.
Blockchain would resolve the practicalities of storing and furnishing
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Blockchain
through different channels of trade – perhaps warehouse-type stores on
the one hand, and high-end department stores on the other – having
products coded and entered onto the trademark owner’s blockchain
could help ensure appropriate distribution.
IP-related blockchain benefits are being immediately seen in the
world of copyright. Musical artists have long struggled with the best
mechanism for ensuring appropriate compensation for their work.
Digital music files can be instantly copied and transferred thereby
depriving the artist (or record label) of the profit from the sale of the
work. Even where there is compensation – for example via musicsharing applications such as Spotify or Apple Music – the compensation
received by artists is often miniscule and can take years to be realised.
Blockchain technology is allowing artists to take more control over how
their music is distributed and how they are being paid. Companies such
as Ujo Music are using blockchain to record artist ownership rights and
to automate royalty payments using smart contracts.

such evidence. The ability to track and review the life cycle of an IP
right would have many benefits, including smoother IP audits. It could
also simplify due diligence investigations that are a necessary and a key
component of technology and IP transactions. Similarly, blockchain
could be used to publish and make a record of prior art to prevent
others from obtaining a patent over such technologies.
Blockchain could also help curtail the distribution of counterfeit
products. Bar codes, unique packaging, and holographic labels
are examples of the types of measures historically employed by
brand owners; but counterfeiters are clever and diligent, and anticounterfeiting measures are often quickly compromised.
Blockchain could provide a mechanism for keeping track of
legitimate goods and alerting would-be purchasers to the authenticity of
a particular part. Imagine, for example, a helicopter engine component.
A repair facility needing a replacement will logically turn to a distributor
of such parts, expecting, of course, to obtain a genuine part with
tolerances consistent with original manufacturer specifications. If the
part were to have etched into it (perhaps by laser) a unique UPC or
QR code that has been entered into the manufacture’s blockchain,
authenticity could easily be verified. If the part turns out not to be
genuine, the manufacturer will now have information that could help it
track the counterfeit back upstream to its source. This scenario could be
equally applicable to a wide range of industries – from pharmaceuticals
to ingredients for food products to medical supplies such as donated
blood. Further still, if customs offices at major ports of entry had
read-only-type access to the blockchains of trademark owners, the
determination of whether an import should be stopped at the border
could be as simple as a scan.
Companies with a multinational presence could also particularly
benefit from developing and implementing a blockchain-type dstributed
ledger system. For example, often it will prove economically feasible to
have manufacturing facilities scattered throughout the world. In such
situations, it can frequently occur that genuine product manufactured
in one territory can differ from genuine product made in (or destined
for) another. If manufactured products are coded and entered into
the company’s blockchain, they can be traced to manufacturing sites,
thereby providing valuable data in cases of contamination, for example,
or in situations where products intended for one country end up in
another as grey market goods. Similarly, in trademark licence situations
where a trademark owner has authorised different licensees to sell
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“One oft-stated goal of blockchain
technology is the removal of
intermediaries. If that is a goal, what
happens to those whose roles/
positions are eliminated?”
Blockchain’s ability to keep track of the title, origin, and events
associated with a product’s life will also be beneficial in litigation. From
the perspective of thwarting the distribution of counterfeit products,
having products registered on a blockchain will enable intellectual
property rightsholders to identify counterfeits because they will stick
out like a sore thumb. The entity attempting to distribute them will
be easily identifiable and can be the target of a directed infringement
action by the trademark owner, with limited need for time-consuming
investigation.
The current state of understanding as related to blockchains,
how they work, and how they can be utilised is in its infancy. As the
technology becomes more refined, better understood, and more
widely accepted, the possibilities for utilising the technology are sure
to expand dramatically. As the use of blockchain technology expands,
however, there will no doubt be issues that arise both economically and
legally. For example, one oft-stated goal of blockchain technology is
‘disintermediation’, or the removal of intermediaries. If that is a goal,
what happens to those whose roles/positions are eliminated? Also,
with the removal of intermediaries, any liability for a smart contract or
blockchain-related failure is necessarily spread among fewer persons or
entities thereby increasing liability. These and other questions will need
to be identified and answered as blockchain technology develops and
inevitably becomes a more significant aspect of day-to-day commerce.
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